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Abstract
This paper estimates the effects of personality traits and IQ on lifetime earnings of the men and
women of the Terman study, a high-IQ U.S. sample. Age-by-age earnings profiles allow a study of
when personality traits affect earnings most, and for whom the effects are strongest. I document a
concave life-cycle pattern in the payoffs to personality traits, with the largest effects between the
ages of 40 and 60. An interaction of traits with education reveals that personality matters most
for highly educated men. The largest effects are found for Conscientiousness, Extraversion, and
Agreeableness (negative), where Conscientiousness operates partly through education, which also
has significant returns.
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A growing economics literature documents effects of socio-emotional skills, often called noncognitive skills, on life outcomes ranging from wages to health—see summaries in Borghans et al.
(2008) or Almlund et al. (2011). Labor market outcomes, in particular, have been shown to
be influenced by skills such as self-control (Moffitt et al., 2011), Conscientiousness (Uysal and
Pohlmeier, 2011; Prevoo and ter Weel, 2015), Self-esteem, or Locus of Control (Heckman et al.,
2006b; Caliendo et al., 2015). This paper contributes to the body of work that studies how earnings
are affected by personality traits. Personality trait measures, such as the Big Five (McCrae and
John, 1992), are a popular way of proxying socio-emotional skills. This paper provides evidence
on when in the life cycle personality traits are most important and for whom they have the largest
effects.
The data that make this analysis possible come from the seminal Terman study (Terman, 1992).
This survey was initiated in 1922 in California and followed a group of high-IQ men and women
from childhood to old age. While it has been widely used for research in psychology, this paper is
the first to have generated earnings profiles for ages 18 to 75 from the different waves. It combines
measures on IQ and personality traits in early waves with a very long follow-up. The Terman study
also contains rich background information on each participant.
The question of when personality traits matter can be addressed with the detailed age-by-age
earnings measures. For most traits, the earnings effects have a hump-shaped pattern: early in
these men’s careers, the effects of personality traits are barely visible, but become large in their
prime working years. Insofar as this life-cycle pattern is due to general mechanisms that are not
specific to high-IQ individuals, these analyses could, for example, inform the forecasting of lifetime
effects of skill-building interventions that target socio-emotional skills related to the personality
traits observed here.
To test for heterogeneous effects of traits on earnings, I interact personality traits with education. I find statistically and economically meaningful interactions. The payoffs to two important
traits, Conscientiousness and Extraversion, are more than twice as large for men with a graduate
degree than for men with a bachelor’s or less. Another interpretation of this interaction is that the
earnings gain from higher education is larger for men who possess stronger socio-emotional skills.
Most of the existing studies do not allow for a trait-education interaction, and may therefore overor under-estimate these effects of personality traits conditional on education.
With the Terman survey, the relationship between personality traits and earnings can be studied
in a more detailed way than is possible elsewhere, and it fills out our understanding of the agepattern and the interaction with education. Yet the Terman sample is not representative of the
general population, and was never intended to. Therefore, this study also adds to our knowledge
about what determines lifetime earnings of individuals with top IQs—usually, sample sizes are too
small to identify the intellectual elite. For example, it is not clear whether high-IQ children would
benefit from improving socio-emotional skills. Many socio-emotional-skill building interventions
are targeted at disadvantaged, and sometimes low-IQ, populations (s.a. Heckman et al., 2010,
2013; Grossman and Tierney, 1998; University of Chicago Crime Lab, 2012). This paper shows
that high-IQ children also significantly benefit from positive personality traits later in life, and that
they can expect positive returns to education.
The study of the high-IQ women in the Terman data is of interest as well, albeit of a rather
historical nature, as they can be less easily compared to current cohorts. Only about half of
the women of the Terman sample were securely attached to the labor force, and many relied on
husbands as bread-winners. I therefore study women’s family earnings, and demonstrate how
2

women’s own and husband’s earnings reacted differently to women’s personality traits.
Methodologically, this paper addresses a common problem to research on personality traits:
whenever personality scores are used as regressors, measurement error bias is introduced because
true personality is always unobserved. Instead, predicted scores of personality traits are used, and
the prediction will contain some noise. An adjustment has been suggested (Bolck et al., 2004;
Croon, 2002), which I develop further to apply it to a setting where the variable measured with
error is interacted with an indicator for education.
1. The Terman Survey
The Terman survey was initiated by the prominent psychologist Lewis Terman to study the life
outcomes of high IQ children. His team canvassed all schools in California, grades 1-8, in 19211922, to enrol children who scored in the top 0.5% of the IQ distribution. The sample consists of
856 boys and 672 girls, born around 1910, and who were followed until 1991, with surveys every
5–10 years.2 It is the longest prospective cohort study that also has data on earnings.
The Terman data have been used extensively by psychologists to study health and longevity, in
relation to Conscientiousness and parental divorce or marriage.3 Only few economists have worked
with the data, focusing on family outcomes (marriage, divorce, fertility - see Michael, 1976; Becker
et al., 1977; Tomes, 1981), retirement behavior (Hamermesh, 1984), and health (Savelyev, 2014;
Savelyev and Tan, 2015). Earnings outcomes were studied by Leibowitz (1974), but she did not
exploit the longitudinal data.
Drawing on the different waves of the survey, I construct earnings histories from age 18 to 75,
as well as education and marriage profiles, for each participant. The age-by-age information stems
from the feature that for many of the waves, respondents were asked about earnings in each of the
4 previous years separately. Earnings are imputed through linear interpolation for years without
information. The earnings measures for all estimations are annual earnings after tuition in 2010
U.S. Dollars (CPI adjusted), truncated at the 97th percentile, before tax.4 For inactive workers,
as well as for the deceased, earnings are zero. For female participants, the Terman survey asked
about their spouse’s earned income. Family earnings can thus be constructed as the sum of own
earnings and the husband’s earnings, which are zero if the woman was not married.
The personality information in the Terman data stems from teachers and parents, who rated
the participants on certain traits and behaviors in 1922, and from participants, who provided
self-ratings on other items in 1940 (at around age 30). An exploratory factor analysis on all
available items5 reveals a structure that is remarkably similar to traits in the well-known Big
Five taxonomy: Openness to Experience, Conscientiousness, Extraversion, Agreeableness, and
Neuroticism (OCEAN). Even though the Terman measures were taken about 70 years before the
2

Attrition is below 10%, and it is unrelated to income, education, demographic factors (Sears, 1984), or psychological measures (Friedman et al., 1993).
3
Cf Friedman et al. (1993); Tucker et al. (1996); Friedman (2008); Martin et al. (2005).
4
A Web Appendix to this paper, hosted at http://www.econ.ku.dk/gensowski/research/Terman/TermanApp.pdf,
contains more detailed information on the data construction, estimation, and supplementary figures and tables. Section A describes the construction of the earnings profiles and tuition costs, and Section A.7 shows their distributions.
5
The teacher and parent ratings are averaged within each item. In exploratory factor analysis, the researcher
observes the covariance structure of the items, and determines the number of factors that capture most of the
observed variation, as well as which items are associated with which factor. For the full list of items of all traits, see
Section B.2 in the Web Appendix.
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Big Five were codified (Goldberg, 1993), the factors correspond closely to these traits, measured
for example by the NEO PI-R (Martin and Friedman, 2000).
Openness to Experience, the “tendency to be open to new aesthetic, cultural, or intellectual
experiences” (American Psychological Association, 2007), was measured in 1922 by ratings from
teachers and parents on descriptors such as “desire to know” or “originality.” Extraversion was
indicated by the subject’s “fondness for large groups,” “leadership,” and “popularity with other
children,” also in 1922. The remaining traits are based on self-ratings in 1940. Conscientiousness
describes an individuals’ persistence, order, and need for achievement. In Terman, it is measured
with “How persistent are you in the accomplishment of your ends?” or “In your work do you usually
drive yourself steadily?”. Agreeableness describes cooperation and a preference for harmonious
relationships over antagonistic behavior. An example measure is “In general, how easy are you
to get on with?”. Neuroticism, the opposite of emotional stability, is based on questions such
as “Are you moody?”. These personality traits are summarized by factor scores (Jöreskog and
Sörbom, 1979; Mulaik, 2010), and predicted with the Bartlett method (Bartlett, 1937). Each item
is allowed to load on exactly one factor, and this dedicated factor structure guarantees identification
of possibly correlated factors. In a few cases where not all personality items are observed, they are
imputed with a multiple imputation routine exploiting the covariance with the other factors.
IQ was measured at study entry in 1922.6 Scoring at 140 or higher, which corresponds to being
in the top 1 of 200 children, was the criterion for being included in the study. Even though the
Terman survey is selective in terms of IQ, it is not so for personality, as Martin and Friedman
(2000) show. Generally, personality traits correlate only weakly with IQ (cf Dauber and Benbow,
1990). Only Openness is moderately positively correlated with IQ, at 0.2 in the Terman sample.
In this paper, earnings throughout the life cycle are associated with traits that were only
assessed at a single point in time. This can be an informative exercise if these measures are good
proxies for personality traits at other points in the Terman participants’ lives, if they are highly
correlated across time. Empirically, there is extensive evidence on such stability of traits: the rank
order correlation of traits within one person over very long time spans is remarkably high (Leon
et al., 1979; Costa and McCrae, 1994; Roberts and DelVecchio, 2000; Robins et al., 2001; Roberts
et al., 2006), and even from adolescence to adulthood there is “more stability than change” (Roberts
et al., 2001). That means that someone who scores in the top decile of the distribution in one trait
is quite likely to score in the top again when surveyed years later. Personality type consistency is
6

The standard test was the Stanford-Binet IQ test that Terman himself had recently developed (Terman, 1916).
Some of the participants took the closely related “Terman Group Test”, specifically designed for screening these
high achieving children (see Chapter I in Terman and Sears, 2002). Its scale was such that scores are comparable.
In the subsequent analyses, I always allow for the possibility that there were differences between the two measures
of IQ, by including an interaction with test type. The coefficients of the two tests are never statistically different
from each other. The well-known Stanford-Binet IQ test has naturally undergone updates throughout its life time,
notably to make it less verbally loaded, to measure domain-specific ability (such as verbal vs. quantitative), and
to extend the age ranges to children younger than six and adults (overview in Becker, 2003). The latter is not
of concern to the sample here, as the students were in the appropriate age range the test was designed for. The
worry about a strong verbal content in an IQ test is that it puts children from non-native English households or
from different cultural backgrounds at a disadvantage. In the selected sample at hand, this would imply that these
usually disadvantaged children would have a higher IQ than their score lets us believe. In all analyses, this paper
controls for parental immigrant status, and excludes non-Caucasian participants to address this potential bias. The
original Stanford-Binet was only concerned with assessing general ability, which is conceptualized as the aggregate
of domain-specific abilities. It is therefore the ultimate summary measure. Given that the current analysis mostly
views IQ, within a rather restricted range, as a control variable, controlling for the general version seems appropriate,
making the loss of specificity a small one.
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quite high (Specht et al., 2014).7 The question of the rank order stability of traits remains actively
debated in personality psychology, and there is more nuanced evidence: Some events decrease the
rank stability, and stability generally follows an inverted U-shape for most traits, with the most
stability between age 40-60 (Specht et al., 2011; Lucas and Donnellan, 2011). This implies that
in Terman, where traits were measured around age 12 and age 30, these early measures of traits
would be relatively noisy proxies for ages both before and after they were measured. It does not
imply that they can not be used as proxies, however, since the range of rank stability remains high,
between .55 at its lowest to .75 at its highest (Specht et al., 2011). Thus, this paper assumes that
measures at one point in time can proxy personality before and after this measurement. While
there are some voices in the personality psychology debate who argue that most of personality is
situational—that there is very little stable information content—the evidence for important longrun associations of traits with later life outcomes is overwhelming, based on both observational and
experimental data (Heckman et al., 2013; Moffitt et al., 2011; Spengler et al., 2015) and controlling
for common family factors (Fletcher, 2013).
The Terman survey’s control variables include father’s and mother’s background information
(education, occupation group indicators, social status, region of origin, age at birth of subject),
family environment (family’s finances when growing up, number of siblings, birth order), and early
childhood health (birth weight, breastfeeding, sleep quality in 1922). They are summarized in
Table 1. The estimation sample consists of 595 men and 422 women of the standard sample. For
these individuals, personality items are given and all covariates are measured. Only Caucasian
participants without hereditary diseases are included to ensure a homogenous sample. The full
selection procedure is described in the Web Appendix, Section A.6.
2. The Overall Association of Personality Traits and IQ with Lifetime Earnings
The first order of business must be to establish the overall association of personality traits with
lifetime earnings in Terman, conditioning on baseline covariates. This overall association would be
comprised of both direct effects of these traits on wages, as well as any intermediate outcomes of
traits that also drive earnings. Examples of such intermediate outcomes are working hours, health,
retirement age, and education. Education plays a particular role in the literature, therefore it will
be discussed explicitly in Section 3.
2.1. Total Lifetime Earnings
Begin with the most aggregated form of earnings, the sum of earnings over the life span between
age 18 and 75. Regress this sum, Y , on personality traits and IQ (in vector θ), and all covariates
from Table 1 in X.
Y = θδ + Xβ + ρ

(1)

The parameters of interest are in δ, where β are the coefficients on covariates, and ρ is the remaining
error term. In this linear OLS specification,8 a specific type of bias can be corrected: it arises
7

At the same time, there is consensus in the literature that personality itself changes across the life span, in
specific mean-level maturation patterns (Soto et al., 2011).
8
The results here are robust to other estimator types, as shown in Web Appendix Section C.8, but OLS is less
data hungry than nonparametric estimators and therefore more suited to the relatively small Terman sample.
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Table 1: Descriptive Statistics of the Terman Sample used

Males

Females

Earnings in 1,000 USD

Mean Std.dev

Mean Std.dev

Age 18-30
Age 31-40
Age 41-55
Age 55-75
Lifetime Earnings Total
Education Levels
High school
Some college
Bachelor's/ some graduate
Master's or equivalent
Ph.D. or equivalent

Year
1991
1991
1991
1991
1991

21.4
65.9
96.2
50.7
3391
#Obs
56
95
174
113
157

21.1
62.3
82.5
36.5
2811
#Obs
45
76
181
96
24

Control Variables

Year

Mean Std.dev

(51.19)
(79.69)
(76.14)
(2392)

%
9%
16%
29%
19%
26%

(1.60)

(0.29)

1922

9%
3.8
97%

(0.50)

1945

56%
44%
10%

Siblings

1.8
1.8

Number of siblings
Birth order

1940

Early
Health

(3.61)

1922

No breastfeeding
Birthweight in kilograms
Sleep is sound

1922

Cohort

12.3
11.6
25%
26%
22%
16%
12%
89%
11%
33.4
28.6
13%
38%
58%
4%
35%

Father's highest school grade
Mother's highest school grade
Father's occupation: professional
Father's occ.: semi-professional, business
Father's occ.: clerical
Father's occ.: low-skilled, farmer
At least one parent is retired/no info/deceased
Mother is housewife / minor occupation
Mother's occupation: skilled, not housewife
Father's age when child was born
Mother's age when child was born
Either parent is born in Europe
Childhood family finances (very) limited
Childhood family finances adequate/vary
Childhood family finances abundant
Childhood parental social status - high

Cohort: 1904-1910
Cohort: 1911-1915
WWII combat experience

Parental Background

(23.74)

1922
1922
1922
1922
1922
1922
1922
1922
1922
1922
1922
1950
1950
1950
1950

1940

1922

(2.83)
(0.43)
(0.44)
(0.41)
(0.37)
(0.33)
(0.32)
(0.32)
(8.00)
(5.39)
(0.34)
(0.49)
(0.49)
(0.20)
(0.48)

(1.27)

(0.65)
(0.17)

(0.50)
(0.30)

(23.44)
(42.72)
(66.74)
(60.01)
(1916)

%
11%
18%
43%
23%
6%

Mean Std.dev
12.1
11.7
28%
24%
22%
15%
12%
90%
10%
34.2
29.5
12%
38%
57%
6%
33%

(3.62)

1.8
2.0

(1.62)

9%
3.6
98%

(0.29)

53%
47%
0%

(0.50)

(2.95)
(0.45)
(0.43)
(0.42)
(0.36)
(0.33)
(0.30)
(0.30)
(7.67)
(5.36)
(0.32)
(0.49)
(0.50)
(0.23)
(0.47)

(1.39)

(0.63)
(0.14)

(0.50)
(0.07)

Note: Earnings refer to own earnings for men, and family earnings (sum of own and husband’s earnings, if any, for women.
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Table 2: The Total Association of Traits with Lifetime Earnings

Men
USD
Openness

−102.2

%

Women
[CI]

−3.0 [-338.0;
114.7]

Own Earnings
USD
%
[CI]
93.2∗

Family Earnings
USD
%
[CI]

13.3

[-7.9;
−141.2
220.2]

−5.0 [-490.6;
117.3]

Conscientiousness

567.0∗∗∗ 16.7 [328.0;
155.3∗∗∗
832.5]

22.2

[62.4;
284.2]

212.7∗

7.6 [-37.8;
505.4]

Extraversion

490.1∗∗∗ 14.5 [260.0; −56.9
773.8]

−8.1

[-183.2;
40.1]

284.6∗∗

10.1 [13.4;
664.7]

−267.6∗∗ −7.9 [-570.5; −63.2
-6.4]

−9.0

[-203.3;
46.3]

72.1

2.6 [-234.2;
403.0]

−10.9

[-164.1;
2.8]

13.4

0.5 [-193.1;
219.9]

[-66.4;
−44.1
64.3]

−1.6 [-231.2;
172.6]

Agreeableness
Neuroticism

−12.4

IQ

184.1∗∗

Mean Life Earn.

3390.5

−0.4 [-186.3; −76.0∗
185.6]
5.4 [22.5;
367.7]

2.5
700.0

0.4

2811.1

Note: Standardized coefficients of traits from regressing total lifetime earnings in thousand USD (2010), ages 18 to 75, on the
full set of control variables in Table 1, not educational attainment (cf. Eq. (1)). The “%”-columns express the effect as a share
of mean lifetime earnings, and “CI” are the observed 5th and 95th percentiles of the corresponding bootstrap distribution to
allow for asymmetric confidence bands, from 1000 paired replications. Asterisks indicate p-values, the probability of observing
an absolutely larger value of the test statistic under a Null hypothesis of no effect on average, with
.05),∗∗∗

∗ (p

< .10),∗∗ (p <

(p < .01). Number of observations: 595 men, 422 women.

because factor scores for personality traits are predicted on the basis of estimates of a factor
model, so their values contain prediction uncertainty and have higher sample variance than the
true factors. This attenuation bias is often ignored by economists using predicted factor scores,
which might explain insignificant effects of these factor scores (see the discussion in Thiel and
Thomsen, 2013). I correct for this estimation error with the method suggested by Croon (2002).
It consists of characterizing the bias precisely and pre-multiplying the point estimates with the
inverse of an estimate of the bias term, which uses the covariance of the true factors from the factor
estimation. All regression results in this paper are corrected for this bias, and all standard errors are
bootstrapped non-parametrically, following standard practice (Bolck et al., 2004), because regular
standard errors do not take account of the prediction variance and the fact that the measurement
system is estimated. A bootstrap distribution obtained from 1000 draws is used to report standard
bootstrap p-values and bootstrap percentile confidence bands. These are preferred to symmetric
confidence bands using standard errors because the bootstrap distribution is not gaussian, and
with asymmetric distributions and slightly heavy tails, application of standard hypothesis tests
using standard errors is inappropriate.
The results of this regression, in Table 2, demonstrate that, conditional on IQ and family
background characteristics, there are statistically and economically significant associations be7

tween personality traits and lifetime earnings. Men who score one standard deviation higher on
Conscientiousness have over half a million USD higher lifetime earnings, a sum of $567,000 that
corresponds to 16.7% of average lifetime earnings. The association of Extraversion with men’s
earnings is almost as large, at $490,100. For women’s family earnings, the two traits of Conscientiousness and Extraversion also have the largest associations, even if their magnitude is smaller
than for men, at $212,700 and $284,600, respectively.9 Generally, the positive effects of the two
traits of Extraversion and Conscientiousness are expected: Conscientiousness is directly linked to
productivity (Cubel et al., 2016), and it is consistently associated with increased wages (Judge
et al., 1999) and better job performance (see Salgado, 1997 and the meta-analyses of Barrick and
Mount, 1991 and Mount et al., 1998). Extraversion also has been found to increase job performance, particularly in management and sales occupations (Barrick and Mount, 1991), and it is
positively correlated with leadership ability (meta-analysis in Judge et al., 2002).
More agreeable men earn significantly less. Agreeableness increasing by one standard deviation
is associated with a reduction of about 8% of lifetime earnings, or $267,600. This might be surprising when thinking about which personality traits are likely to be valued by employers. More
agreeable employees are less antagonistic and more likely to act towards others’ interests instead
of their own, therefore they are more likely to cooperate with the employer (Bowles et al., 2001).
They also perform better in teamwork situations (Mount et al., 1998). However, these workers
might not be rewarded for their agreeableness because they could be less aggressive in wage bargaining. It is also possible that agreeable individuals select into lower-paying occupations, or that
they have lower manipulative power, or ‘Machiavellian intelligence’ (Turner and Martinez, 1977,
pointed out by Nyhus and Pons, 2005). Neuroticism is expected to decrease earnings. More secure
and less anxious workers have better job performance (Barrick and Mount, 1991; Salgado, 1997;
Mount et al., 1998). Self-esteem, which has been linked to emotional stability (Judge et al., 1998),
has been shown to have positive effects on wages (Murnane et al., 2001; Goldsmith et al., 1997).
In the Terman sample, however, there is no evidence of this negative association for men, only
women’s own earnings. Subsequent sections will provide suggestive evidence that the men’s null
finding hides heterogeneity by education.
IQ has a positive association with earnings for men of this sample—a possibly surprising result
given the range of IQ in Terman, which compares very-high-IQ individuals to even-higher-IQ
individuals. The positive significant coefficient of $184,100, a 5% increase in lifetime earnings,
clearly contradicts statements made in Gladwell (2008) that for the Terman men, IQ does not
matter empirically once family background and other observable personal characteristics are taken
into account. The popularized view that “past a certain threshold, having even higher IQ does not
matter” has already been contradicted before (Lubinski, 2016).
For a causal interpretation of these global associations in Table 2, several assumptions are
necessary that will be discussed in turn. Generally, one would have to assume that no unobserved
variables remain that are correlated with both personality traits and earnings. Typical candidates
for this worry are family background or other skills. This paper relies on a “selection on observables”
or matching assumption. This approach exploits the unique strengths of the Terman data: all
regressions include control variables for family background, respondent information, IQ, and all
personality traits simultaneously.
Education could be highlighted as one possible omitted variable: One would worry that higher
9
There are remarkable differences between the association of traits with women’s own and their family earnings.
They are better understood in the context of education and marriage—a discussion postponed to Section 4.
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education fosters Conscientiousness, and that the association of Conscientiousness with earnings
reflects actually only a return to education—because Conscientiousness is measured when many
have completed their education. While this is a worry that cannot be addressed directly with
the data at hand, there is no evidence that Conscientiousness is fostered in higher education
(Kassenboehmer et al., forthcoming; Schurer, 2017), and on the contrary there is something inherent
in Conscientiousness that directly improves productivity (Cubel et al., 2016). The only trait that
seems to be increased through schooling is Extraversion (Dahmann and Anger, 2014), which is
measured at around age 12 in Terman, when all participants are still in compulsory schooling.
Another specific concern to the current setting is reverse causality and timing. Adult traits
could be influenced by prior labor market success. If personality traits are measured before the
outcome, this concern is alleviated (cf Piatek and Pinger, 2016). In Terman, three skills are
measured at around age 12, clearly before labor market entry (IQ, Openness to Experience, and
Extraversion). Three traits are measured in 1940, when participants are around 30 years old:
Conscientiousness, Agreeableness, and Neuroticism. It is indeed possible that the associations in
Table 2 partially reflect effects of early earnings on these three traits. Theoretically, it can be
noted that for the reverse causality to be dominant, the following would need to hold: The traits
prior to 1940 would have to be relatively unrelated to the 1940 measurement (low rank stability),
or the early earnings would have to be relatively unrelated to the early traits, and at the same
time there would have to be a strong effect of a random early wage shock on subsequent traits in
1940. Empirically, there is little evidence for such a strong relationship of previous earnings on
traits. Cobb-Clark and Schurer (2013) show that Locus of Control, another socio-emotional skill,
does not change systematically with labor market or health events. In Judge et al. (1999), the
correlations of Big Five traits with adult income and occupational status are practically identical
between childhood personality measures and measures taken in adulthood. Furthermore, I test
whether conditioning the 1940 traits on early labor market success alters the results, but it does
not (see Section C.7 in the Appendix).
2.2. Life-Cycle Pattern of the Overall Effect by Age
With these caveats in mind, we can proceed to study when in a working life personality traits
matter most. Equation (1) can be estimated for each age separately, as in
Yt = θδt + Xβt + ρt

for t = 1, . . . , T.

(2)

Figure 1 shows the corresponding estimates for men (for women, the patterns are very similar but
noisier, see Web Appendix Section C.2). The age-specific effects of Conscientiousness, Extraversion,
and IQ only begin to materialize when workers are in their early thirties. Then, the effects continue
to increase throughout their forties, up to $10,000-$20,000 annually, for an increase by one standard
deviation. At younger ages, the effects of traits are small and insignificant. Similar patterns have
been found for cognitive ability by Hause (1972), Farber and Gibbons (1996), and Altonji and
Pierret (2001).10 Socio-emotional skills have also been found to have effects on earnings that
increase with age in Kuhn and Weinberger (2005), as leadership skills’ effects only begin to emerge
“some 7 to 8 years after high school.”
10

These authors approximate cognitive ability with performance on achievement tests that are not only driven by
cognitive ability. See Almlund et al. (2011) for a discussion of the non-cognitive component of achievement tests.
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Figure 1: The Overall Effect of Personality and IQ on Earnings, Men
IQ

Conscientiousness

Extraversion

Neuroticism

Openness

Agreeableness

30
20
10
0
−10
−20

1,000 USD (2010)

30
20
10
0
−10
−20

30
20
10
0
−10
−20
20

30

40

50
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70

20
30
Participant's Age

40

50
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Note: Standardized coefficients δt from Eq. (2) on earnings after tuition, holding background factors constant. The shaded
areas are standard bootstrap 95%-confidence bands from 1000 draws.
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Two mechanisms could explain the pattern of insignificant findings early in the career and strong
effects from age 40 to 60, both related to wage returns to skills. The first is employer learning.
Increasing returns to skills could reflect the sequential revelation of a worker’s true ability (Altonji
and Pierret, 2001; Jovanovic, 1979; Miller, 1984; Farber and Gibbons, 1996). Initially, as employers
do not yet observe a person’s character traits or socio-emotional skills, they cannot price these skills
into wages. The empirical evidence for this hypothesis is rather weak, however. The coefficients
on interactions of skills with actual tenure are insignificant in Heineck and Anger (2010), Heineck
(2011), and Nyhus and Pons (2005).
The second hypothesis is related to occupational sorting and hierarchies. Socio-emotional skills
may matter meaningfully only once the worker has climbed the rungs of the ladder and is in a
leadership position himself. While being extraverted and conscientious could be appreciated by his
superiors at all levels, these traits have a reasonably larger impact on other team members and,
therefore, overall productivity, once he supervises others. This explanation is more directly related
to the nature of these socio-emotional skills.
Another explanation of the strong earnings effects later in life could be given by the link between
personality and health or work effort. Both hours worked and length of working life enter the sum
of annual earnings measures in Terman, as they are not log hourly wages (retired workers remain
in the panel with zero earnings). Conscientiousness plays an important role for health and to
increase longevity (Friedman et al., 1993; Savelyev, 2012). More conscientious individuals are less
likely to experience the chronic illnesses that are main predictors of mortality (Mokdad et al., 2004;
Goodwin and Friedman, 2006), at least partly because they display better health-related behaviors,
such as fewer activities that endanger health (Lodi-Smith et al., 2010). Consequently, they are less
likely to retire early for health reasons (extensive margin), and may have more energy to continue
working regular hours (intensive margin).
Note that none of the suggested mechanisms, or the empirical evidence they are based on, are
specific to high-IQ individuals. Also, the concave life-cycle pattern can be found for several traits
and IQ, and has been detected in other (more representative) samples. This could suggest that the
mechanisms would also work in samples without Terman’s selectivity in terms of IQ, and that they
could generate the same shape of lifetime effects. To the extent that this pattern can be attributed
to general mechanisms that are not specific to high-IQ individuals, the results from the Terman
sample could be used to extrapolate out, for example, treatment effects after early skill-building
interventions that do not have a long follow-up. Having access to data with both measures of
personality traits and IQ with long follow-up is essential to pick up on this shape of effects by age.
The Terman results are also more informative of lifetime-effects than simple wage regressions at
one point in time because here the intensive and extensive margins of labor supply are accounted
for in the long run.
3. Conditional Effects of Personality Traits and IQ, Men
So far, I have presented the overall association of traits with earnings, comprising numerous
potential channels. As mentioned, one channel stands out in importance: education. There is
pervasive evidence that more conscientious individuals have higher educational attainment (Noftle
and Robins, 2007; O’Connor and Paunonen, 2007). Piatek and Pinger (2016) argue that for Locus
of Control, another facet of personality, the largest wage effects are indeed due to its effect on
educational attainment.
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Education has a causal effect on earnings. Since personality traits influence educational attainment, they generate an indirect return through education. Thus, one would want to condition on
education to establish which effect of personality traits remains as a “direct effect,” irrespective
of education. To decompose these direct and indirect effects, consider an earnings regression for
lifetime earnings Y that, in addition to traits, IQ, and observable characteristics (θ and X), conditions on educational attainment j, indicated by the binary variable Dj . Schooling attainment is
a function of traits and characteristics in Dj (θ, X), and the total number of education levels is J:
Y = θδ +

J
X

κj Dj (θ, X) + Xβ + ρ

(3)

j=1

This formulation is a frequent specification. Most economists, in their analyses of the effects of
personality traits on earnings, condition on education (see Nyhus and Pons, 2005; Mueller and
Plug, 2006; Heineck and Anger, 2010; Heineck, 2011; Duckworth and Weir, 2010; Fletcher, 2013).
I will do the same in order to be able to compare results in this Terman cohort with the existing
literature. The typical interpretation would be that the “direct,” or conditional, effects of traits
θ are given by vector δ. The “indirect” effect would be a combination of the influence of θ on
schooling Dj , and the treatment effect of schooling, κj . The indirect effect will be studied below,
in Section 3.3. Despite the advantage of Eq. (3) as a comparison tool, it has to be pointed out
that is not as econometrically innocuous as it looks. When personality influences education, the
composition of the sample within an education level is not random. Conditional on education, the
distribution of traits and unobservables may be different. This implies that a type of selection bias
could be present in Eq. (3). This is related to a variant of the omitted variable problem: If someone
with low Conscientiousness, for example, obtains high education despite his low Conscientiousness,
does he have a strong unobserved skill that also has a positive effect on earnings? In this case,
the coefficients of Eq. (3) would underestimate the true effect of θ, because individuals with high
Conscientiousness would be compared to individuals with low Conscientiousness but who have
strong other skills and therefore above-average earnings. This would depress the coefficient on
Conscientiousness.11 Therefore, these regressions which are frequently performed can only provide
descriptive evidence. The conditional coefficients can suggest relationships and point to potential
pathways through education.
3.1. Lifetime Effects, Conditional on Education
The leftmost column of Table 3 reports the standardized δ of Eq. (3), to examine the “direct”
effects of personality traits on lifetime earnings for Terman men. They look very similar to Table 2,
with large effects of Conscientiousness, Extraversion, and Agreeableness, and a positive effect
of IQ. The coefficients on Conscientiousness and IQ are reduced relative to the unconditional
regression (f. ex. $427,900 instead of $567,000 for Conscientiousness). This is to be expected with
a positive association of these traits with education, and a positive return to education. The other
coefficients remain almost unchanged—also not surprising given the low association of these traits
with education.
11
The econometric challenge of accounting for both education and traits can only be properly addressed with a
structural analysis (such as Heckman et al., 2006b), which would be too data-demanding for the Terman sample. It
will therefore be left for other samples.
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Table 3: Direct Effects of Traits on Men’s Lifetime Earnings, Conditional and Interacted with Education

Direct Effect, Eq. (3)
USD
Openness

Conscientious.

Extraversion

−162.0

%

Interacted Effect, Eq. (4)

CI

USD

−4.8 [-415.3; ≤ BA −101.6
66.6]
≥ MA −187.3

%
−3.5
−4.7

427.9∗∗∗ 12.6 [193.3;
≤ BA
682.2]
≥ MA

247.0∗∗

8.4

557.5∗∗∗

14.1

≤ BA
485.4∗∗∗ 14.3 [265.5;
773.0]
≥ MA

252.6∗∗

8.6

667.4∗∗∗

16.9

−5.4
Agreeableness −300.1∗∗ −8.8 [-600.5; ≤ BA −157.7
-39.5]
≥ MA −408.2∗∗ −10.4
Neuroticism

IQ

−27.6

151.6∗

−0.8 [-204.2; ≤ BA −160.0∗
165.7]
≥ MA 128.2
4.5 [-17.6;
≤ BA
332.0]
≥ MA

−5.5
3.3

158.1

5.4

153.3

3.9

CI

Diff. MA - BA
USD

p

[-363.2;
−85.7
146.9]
[-576.2;
200.0]

(0.38)

[1.0;
501.0]
[238.2;
898.0]

310.5

(0.11)

[1.1;
521.8]
[335.4;
1089.6]

414.8∗∗

(0.05)

[-445.5; −250.5
93.8]
[-766.3;
-46.9]

(0.17)

[-354.5;
21.7]
[-130.6;
429.4]

288.2∗

(0.06)

[-91.8;
423.3]
[-73.9;
409.7]

−4.8

(0.50)

Note: The dependent variable is total lifetime earnings in thousand USD, ages 18 to 75. The “Direct Effect” is the standardized
coefficient δ from Eq. (3), which conditions earnings on education. The “Interacted Effects” are standardized education-specific
δj from Eq. (4). “CI” are the observed 5th and 95th percentiles of the corresponding bootstrap distribution to allow for
asymmetric confidence bands, from 1000 paired replications. Columns “%” express the effects in USD as percentages of mean
lifetime earnings (education-specific for Eq. (4)). “Diff. MA-BA” lists the premium of “MA or more” (≥MA) over “BA or
less” (≤BA) from Eq. (4), and tests equality in column “p” with p-values reflecting the probability of observing an absolutely
larger value of the test statistic under a Null hypothesis of no effect on average. These p-values are also the basis for the
asterisks in the main effect columns, with ∗ (p < .10),∗∗ (p < .05),∗∗∗ (p < .01). Number of observations: 595.
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Since the Terman sample is admittedly particular—in terms of cognitive ability and cohort—it
is conceivable that these effects of traits are unique to this sample. Yet they are generally in line
with other research on samples that are not selective in terms of IQ, and which are more recent: As
here, Conscientiousness is consistently found to have a positive effect; this is shown by O’Connell
and Sheikh (2011) on the basis of the NCDS, a representative panel of a 1958 birth cohort in the
UK, Heineck (2011) with the UK’s BHPS, Prevoo and ter Weel (2015) with the 1970 British Cohort
Study, Heineck and Anger (2010) with the representative German panel SOEP (years 1991-2006),
Duckworth and Weir (2010) with the U.S. Health and Retirement Study, and many more. The
effect of Agreeableness is also in agreement with these samples, and in addition with Mueller and
Plug (2006), who use the Wisconsin Longitudinal Study (which can be considered representative
for white high school students). One of the strongest effects in the Terman sample is given by
Extraversion, which also does not seem to be unique to the cohort studied here, or to high-IQ
men: Most of the existing research confirms this positive association (Judge et al., 1999; Heineck
and Anger, 2010; O’Connell and Sheikh, 2011; Fletcher, 2013). The null finding on Openness to
Experience is unsurprising, as previous studies show mixed results: It increases earnings in Mueller
and Plug (2006) and O’Connell and Sheikh (2011), but has a negative effect in Heineck and Anger
(2010). Because of its positive correlation with IQ, the effect of Openness may be biased upward
in analyses that do not control for IQ (such as Heineck, 2011). The only real point of disagreement
between the results here and the literature is about Neuroticism: It has a consistently negative
association with wages in Nyhus and Pons (2005); Heineck (2011); O’Connell and Sheikh (2011);
Judge et al. (1999); Mueller and Plug (2006).
3.2. Lifetime Effects, Interaction with Education
Let us continue the analysis of conditional earnings effects of personality traits, but test for
heterogeneous effects by educational attainment. This addresses the question of for whom traits
matter the most. Consider the following modification of Eq. (3), where the magnitude of the
“direct” effects δj may vary by educational attainment j.
Y =θ

J
X
j=1

δj Dj (θ, X) +

J
X

κj Dj (θ, X) + Xβ + ρ.

(4)

j=1

Note that to correct the prediction error bias, Croon’s method needs to be expanded because of the
interaction of traits θ with education Dj . I derive the correction that accounts for this interaction
in Section B.3 of the Web Appendix.
The rightmost columns of Table 3 list the δj of Eq. (4); the direct effects of traits on total lifetime
earnings interacted with two levels of education j, “Bachelor’s or less” (≤BA) and “Master’s or
more” (≥MA). A finer distinction would be desirable, but is not feasible with the relatively small
sample. The two largest positive effects, of Conscientiousness and Extraversion, reveal a pattern
of heterogeneity: The reward to being more conscientious or extraverted is much greater for more
highly educated men. At the graduate level (≥MA), an increase in those traits would lead to an
earnings gain of $557,500 or $667,400, more than twice as much as the increase for men with a
bachelor’s or less ($247,000 and $252,600).12 The difference between the reward of these traits by
12
In percentage terms, the difference looks smaller because they are expressed as percent of average earnings by
education level.
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educational level is statistically significant for Extraversion, as tested in the column “Differences.”
The interaction between traits and education has previously only been tested by Nyhus and Pons
(2005), who also report a positive differential, for Extraversion only.
In magnitude, the gains from an increase in one of these traits by one standard deviation is
comparable to half the value of a college degree. As Section 3.3.2 will show, the net present value of
a bachelor’s over a high school degree is $1,072,400 for Terman men. Thus, the combined value of
an increase in both Conscientiousness and Extraversion by one standard deviation would be even
larger than the value of that degree.
With respect to Agreeableness, it seems that the negative effect is also larger for more educated
men ($408,200 vs $157,700). The difference, however, is not statistically significant. The interaction also sheds light on the surprising non-negative effect of Neuroticism in the overall association
in the Terman sample. Highly educated men of this sample are indeed not punished for high Neuroticism scores (insignificant positive coefficient), but the standard negative effect is confirmed in
less educated men (significant -$160,000). The difference between the two is statistically significant.
What could explain the finding that traits have stronger effects on earnings for more educated
men? First, it could reflect true human capital differences. Existing skills enter the production
function of human capital. Self-productivity of skills arises if individuals who enter school with
a higher stock of human capital produce more human capital for each unit of schooling (Cunha
and Heckman, 2007), similar to the complementarity between schooling and IQ found in Hause
(1972). Little will be learned at school without dedication and preparation, participation in class,
interactions with teachers and peers. Thus, more conscientious and extraverted men acquire more
human capital in school, and have a higher stock of human capital at the end than the less
conscientious and extraverted with the same educational degree. This difference in human capital
might be reflected in the additional positive effect of these traits on wages.
The second reason why some traits would be rewarded more highly for more educated men is
related to occupational differences by schooling. Choice sets from which individuals choose their
occupations will differ by education. It is thus possible that more highly educated men are better
able to choose occupations that reward their traits than less educated men. For example, executive
positions are much more prevalent in the higher education group. Conscientiousness, Extraversion,
and Emotional Stability are significantly associated with “executive strengths” (Holland et al.,
1993), and they are positively correlated with leader emergence and leader effectiveness (Judge
et al., 2002). Thus, if education opens access to these occupations that would reward the conscientious and extraverted more, there is a higher reward to traits in high education groups. Evidence
from other studies indicates that effects of socio-emotional skills on earnings persist even when
occupation dummies are included, such as in Heineck (2011). In Kuhn and Weinberger (2005),
leadership skills have positive wage effects even within very narrowly-defined occupational groups.
3.3. Indirect Effects of Traits through Education
I continue the conditional setup to briefly sketch the indirect effect of traits that works through
their influence on educational attainment. First, I establish the effects of personality on education
in Dj (Section 3.3.1). Then, in Section 3.3.2, I estimate κj , the return to education in the Terman
sample, to finally combine the two to the indirect effect that can be compared to the “direct” effect.
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Table 4: The Impact of Psychological Traits on Educational Attainment, Men

HS

Some Coll.
∗∗∗

IQ
Openness

−0.035
(0.012)

−0.008
(0.020)

0.004
(0.009)

−0.047
(0.020)

∗∗

Conscientiousness

−0.017
(0.008)

Extraversion
Agreeableness
Neuroticism
Note:

∗∗

∗∗∗

BA

MA

0.020
(0.024)

0.013
(0.020)

0.010
(0.021)

0.014
(0.029)

−0.011
(0.025)

0.041
(0.026)

∗

Dr

∗∗∗

−0.055
(0.017)

−0.052
(0.027)

0.032
(0.027)

0.092
(0.026)

−0.020
(0.011)

0.020
(0.022)

−0.014
(0.032)

0.004
(0.026)

0.010
(0.029)

−0.007
(0.011)

0.021
(0.023)

−0.018
(0.032)

−0.021
(0.030)

0.025
(0.030)

0.008
(0.011)

−0.058
(0.025)

0.010
(0.037)

0.052
(0.036)

−0.013
(0.035)

∗

∗∗

Marginal effects of increasing personality traits by one standard deviation, from a generalized ordered logit model,

evaluated at means of all covariates (asymptotic standard errors in parentheses). Estimated using Williams (2006) with
standard controls, of which a number are constrained to equal coefficients without rejecting H0 of proportional odds. P-values
based on a two-sided asymptotic test, with ∗ (p < .10),∗∗ (p < .05),∗∗∗ (p < .01).

3.3.1. Educational Attainment as a Function of Traits
Personality traits in Terman influence education mostly as expected. Table 4 displays marginal
effects of a generalized ordered logit model of education choice for men.13
Conscientiousness, which is generally the strongest predictor of academic achievement (Noftle
and Robins, 2007; Poropat, 2009, 2014), also has a positive effect here. A one standard deviation increase raises the probability of a doctorate degree by 9 percentage points, and lowers the
probability of a bachelor’s or less by 5.2 percentage points. Conscientiousness likely enhances education through lowering the psychic costs of education, or lowering the discount rate. The “hard
working” elements of Conscientiousness, effortful control and attention regulation (MacCann et al.,
2009; Duckworth et al., 2012), imply that a conscientious person perceives the effort required in
schooling as less costly. The “future planning” element can be associated with lower discount rates
for deferred gains.
Openness also raises schooling of the Terman males slightly—it decreases the probability of
them remaining at below a bachelor’s degree, even conditioning on IQ. Individuals high in Openness
would enjoy learning and intellectual endeavors more, reducing their psychic cost or increasing their
consumption value of schooling.
IQ significantly decreases the chances of remaining in high school, the lowest education category
(-3.5 percentage points).
Neuroticism decreases the probability of the “Some College” option by 5.8 percentage points.
13
Since the correction method applied in other results of this paper is limited to least squares regressions, inference
here ignores the prediction error introduced by using predicted personality factors.
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This finding diverges from previous studies, where Emotional Stability is positively associated with
educational attainment.
3.3.2. The Return to Education at Average Traits
Having established that psychological traits determine educational choice, how does education
translate into lifetime earnings? I can provide observed ex-post returns on individual earnings
histories that do not require the standard assumptions for using cross-sectional data in Mincer
equations14 (Becker and Chiswick, 1966; Mincer, 1974). Other assumptions are necessary, however,
to identify the return to education, κj,t . In Terman, it requires a “selection on observables” or
matching assumption, on the basis of a standard Roy model (see Web Appendix), because there is
currently no appropriate exogenous variation in education available. It would have to be a) at the
margin to college and graduate school, b) for a sample of high-IQ men and women, and c) around
the year 1930.15 While a source of exogenous variation in schooling would be desirable at least for
a comparison, the rich background information available in the Terman data allow to control for
the selection into schooling at a much greater level of detail than usually possible: ability both in
the cognitive and in the socio-emotional domain is observed, as is parental background, and the
sample is relatively homogenous in terms of location and environment. If the existing research that
uses exogenous variation can be any guide to the high-IQ sample of Terman men and women, one
would expect the matching estimates to be conservative in the sense that they would typically be
lower than those from instrumental variables (Card, 1999).
Based on the matching assumption, the average treatment effect of education level j vs. k at
each age t corresponds to κj,t − κk,t from Eq. (4) by age. At the mean, factor scores are zero,
therefore in these average effects, the interaction with psychological traits drops out. The right
half of Table 5 provides, for each pairwise comparison of educational attainment, the sum of all agewise earnings differences. These are the net present values, undiscounted so as to be comparable
to the effects of traits. The left half lists the internal rate of return (IRR) that summarizes the
age-by-age effects, to compare to rates of return known in the literature. The returns are generally
large. In comparison to having a high school diploma, obtaining a bachelor’s degree increases the
Terman males’ earnings by a total of $1,072,400 over a lifetime. The corresponding IRR is 12.2%.
This estimate implies that even for the highly talented Terman men with IQs above 140, going
to school substantially contributed to increasing their lifetime earnings, and the rate of return
to this investment exceeds that of the return on equity.16 The average returns to graduate and
14

Results from a Mincer equation estimated with Terman data is in Appendix Section C.10.
The usual candidates for instrumental variables are not useful in the Terman context. For example, changes
in compulsory schooling laws (Angrist and Krueger, 1991, or Lleras-Muney, 2005) would not alter the attainment
of a group that does not have a single high school dropout, and of which a quarter obtained doctoral degrees. For
the college margin, changes in public student aid (Dynarski, 2003) or changes in tuition levels (Kane and Rouse,
1993) are bound to be weak instruments, as this group of high-IQ individuals could easily obtain tuition wavers
or scholarships from private sources. Distance to nearest college (Card, 1993) may have been appropriate, but the
Terman data lack information on original residence within California. Local labor market conditions have sometimes
been used as exclusion restrictions, but precise information would be difficult to obtain for this period, and it is not
clear whether it is a valid instrument given what is known about the effects of graduating in a recession, and how
the effects vary by student quality (Oreopoulos et al., 2012).
16
The 12.2% return to a bachelor’s is comparable in magnitude to an estimate from the census. Earnings differences
between college and high school in the 1950 census yield a rate of return estimate of 10.7%, using the nonparametric
procedure described in Heckman et al. (2006a). Using the same procedure on the Terman data (and ignoring the rich
covariates) produces a rate of return to a bachelor’s degree of 11.4%. The reason that these returns are comparable
15
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Table 5: Pairwise Average Treatment Effects on Earnings, Males

Net Present Value, undiscounted

Internal Rate of Return

Some Coll. Bachelor
High School
Some College
Bachelor
Master

Master

Doctorate

11.1

12.2

8.3

9.2

[-14.0, 28.3]

[5.3, 18.3]

[3.9, 13.1]

[6.1, 12.6]

Some Coll. Bachelor

344.4

1072.4

Master

Doctorate

1002.3

1689.5

[-315, 1009] [420, 1715] [283, 1702] [1022, 2400]

13.0

7.3

8.8

732.8

662.6

1349.8

[1.5, 21.3]

[2.7, 13.1]

[5.3, 12.3]

[184, 1271]

[78, 1224]

[740, 1970]

-2.0

6.0

-65.4

621.8

[-13.8, 50.4]

[1.5, 11.5]

[-582, 482]

[58, 1194]

13.5

690.9

[-0.6, 25.0]

[152, 1273]

Note: The effects of education on earnings are evaluated for males with average personality traits, as in Eq. (4), and brackets
show 95% confidence bands are from 1000 bootstrap draws. Earnings are annual earnings after tuition in 1,000 U.S. Dollars
(of the year 2010), with the top 3% of values truncated. Covariates are IQ, factor scores for personality traits, parental
background, family environment, childhood health, and cohort controls. The Internal Rate of Return is the discount rate that
would make an individual indifferent between obtaining more education or remaining at a baseline level (j vs. k), the ρ such
P75 (κj,t −κk,t )
t=18 (1+ρ)t−17 = 0.

that
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Effects in 1000 USD (2010)

Figure 2: Decomposition of Marginal Effects of Traits, Men
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Note: Stacked marginal effects showing how much an increase of one standard deviation in each personality trait influences
total lifetime earnings. Determined according to the following derivative of Eq. (4), evaluated at means of all covariates and
traits (where indirect(alt.direct) evaluates to zero at the mean of traits):
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postgraduate degrees are also substantial. The net present values document that a doctorate over
high school, for example, yields 1.5 times as much as a college degree, or near 1.7 million USD.
(Note that IRRs can be misleading when they hide the large positive net lifetime values.) The
earnings histories in the Terman sample can thus establish that the return to education is high even
among individuals with the highest cognitive abilities. The “valedictorian” does not necessarily
have higher returns than his peers with average ability, but solid returns at comparable rates. Even
in a high ability group, education adds skills that are valued in the marketplace.
3.3.3. Decomposition of Total Effect of Traits on Lifetime Earnings
Multiplying the marginal effect of traits on education with the return to education yields the
total “indirect effect” from Eq. (4). It can be contrasted to the “direct” effect (Section 3.1). Figure 2
shows this decomposition of the effects of traits on lifetime earnings, obtained from taking the total
derivative of Eq. (4) with respect to θk . For most traits, the direct effect on earnings outweighs
the indirect effect through education. This implies that researchers should focus on interpretations
that relate traits directly to earnings rather than to education. Only Conscientiousness, and to
some extent Openness, have significant indirect returns through education.
is that Terman men’s earnings are higher at both education levels. Since Terman men with a high school diploma
earn substantially more than the average man from the census, the opportunity cost of schooling is much higher.
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4. Conditional Effects of Personality Traits and IQ, Women
After studying when and for whom personality traits matter most in terms of lifetime earnings
for men, this section briefly completes the analysis for women. The direct analogy is challenged
by the historical nature of the Terman sample, which is more visible for women than for men of
this cohort. The women belonged to a generation in which their role was still mainly that of a
homemaker, mother, and wife. A woman’s freedom to choose a career or define her lifestyle was not
what it is today. About half of the Terman women were housewives, despite their extraordinary
abilities. While most of the housewives did not earn a market wage, they could still increase their
potential family earnings through socio-emotional skills and education by matching with a husband
with higher educational achievement and earnings.
4.1. Lifetime Effects, Conditional and Interacted with Education
In terms of own earnings, women of this cohort generally did not benefit from their socioemotional skills - see the left column of Table 6. The point estimates are much smaller than the
corresponding estimates for men, and are not significantly different from zero. The only exception
to this finding is Conscientiousness. This positive association (overall $129,200 for a 1-standarddeviation increase) is purely driven by highly educated women (effect of $343,600). In this sense,
only women with a post-graduate education benefited from their human capital as the men of this
sample did. They still did not reach the men’s level, however, since the magnitude of their reward
is about 60% of that of men with equal education (cf Table 3). Note that in generations following
the Terman women, Conscientiousness is associated with higher earnings, as Mueller and Plug
(2006) demonstrate already for women born around 1940.
The effects of personality traits on women’s family earnings reveal important heterogeneities
by education: Analyses that ignore the interaction between personality and education may overor under-state the effects of personality traits in average impacts. For example, while the highly
educated women in Terman could expect a return to Conscientiousness from own earnings, they did
not benefit in terms of family earnings (insignificant coefficient). Less educated women, instead,
saw higher family earnings from this trait (positive significant coefficient of $299,300. The key lies
in the effect of Conscientiousness on husbands’ earnings: it decreased husbands’ earnings of highly
educated women, but increased them for less educated women. This could mean that less educated
conscientious women married more frequently, or higher earning husbands, or both. While this
question cannot be answered definitively with the Terman sample, a supplementary analysis (Web
Appendix Section C.6) suggests that, at the bachelor level or less, more conscientious women
married higher earning husbands. For women with graduate education, Conscientiousness had a
negative effect on the probability of being married. It also made them more likely to be in a
high-wage job for an extended time. The negative effect on husband’s earnings completely offset
the positive effect of own earnings in δj .
In the effects of Openness, Extraversion, and IQ, strong differential effects by education are also
present. Women with a college degree who scored higher on Openness had lower spousal and family
earnings (-$400,900), but their highly educated counterparts had significant gains from this trait
($511,500). This gain through the marriage market stands in contrast to men, where Openness
did not have a significant direct effect on lifetime earnings. More extraverted women with at most
a college education benefited greatly in terms of family earnings ($524,500). This seems to be the
result of two positive effects: they were more likely to marry than introverts, and if they did, they
married husbands with higher earnings. Women with a master’s degree or more, however, had
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Table 6: The Direct Effects of Traits on Women’s Lifetime Earnings

Own Earnings
Direct
Openness

Interact.

Family Earnings
Diff.

Direct

Interact.

Diff.

25.2
≤ BA
23.7
24.3
-187.0
-400.9∗∗ 912.4∗∗
[-77,142]
[-103,148] (0.42) [-562,56] [-958,-106] (0.01)
≥ MA
47.9
511.5∗
[-293,548]
[-126,1558]

Conscientiousn. 129.9∗∗
[39,250]

60.5
283.1∗∗ 207.7∗
299.3∗∗
[-37,172] (0.05) [-46,507] [14,701]
≥ MA 343.6∗∗
-28.9
[-843,659]
[75,810]
≤ BA

-328.2
(0.18)

Extraversion

≤ BA
-0.4
524.5∗∗∗ -838.7∗∗
-31.9
-121.6 316.5∗∗
[-135,132] (0.18) [50,722] [188,1144] (0.01)
[-152,65]
-314.2
≥ MA -122.0
[-480,107]
[-1066,139]

Agreeableness

≤ BA
-51.1
-407.6
207.4
-37.6
79.5
107.9
[-184,67] (0.32) [-197,463] [-135,678] (0.17)
[-167,71]
≥ MA
28.4
-200.2
[-378,462]
[-1282,567]

Neuroticism

≤ BA
-28.2
-0.6
-59.9∗
-113.1
30.7
[-127,60] (0.22) [-184,246] [-316,279]
[-142,12]
≥ MA -141.3
-52.1
[-412,96]
[-608,340]

IQ

20.3
[-43,82]

Mean Life Earn.

-51.5
(0.42)

≤ BA

6.3
79.6
131.7
147.7
-32.6
[-64,78] (0.15) [-219,184] [-129,385] (0.26)
≥ MA
9.3
-477.3∗∗
[-242,219]
[-1062,-102]

700.0

2811.1

Note: Standardized coefficient estimates from Eq. (3) in column “Direct,” and Eq. (4) in “Interact.”, with differences MA-BA
in “Diff.”. Square brackets show observed 5th and 95th percentiles of the corresponding bootstrap distribution, and p-values
in round parentheses are the probability of observing an absolutely larger value of the test statistic under a Null hypothesis of
no effect on average, with ∗ (p < .10),∗∗ (p < .05),∗∗∗ (p < .01). See further notes to Table 3. Number of observations: 422.
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Table 7: The Impact of Personality Traits and IQ on Educational Attainment, Women

HS
IQ
Openness
Conscientiousness

Note:

Some Coll.

BA

MA

Dr

−0.007
(0.007)

−0.031
(0.024)

0.048
(0.035)

0.004
(0.095)

−0.014
(0.091)

0.000
(0.011)

−0.009
(0.033)

−0.048
(0.041)

0.032
(0.172)

0.025
(0.169)

−0.003
(0.011)

−0.057
(0.033)

−0.026
(0.043)

0.079
(0.058)

0.007
(0.047)

0.021
(0.030)

−0.045
(0.036)

0.020
(0.138)

−0.020
(0.135)

−0.014
(0.040)

−0.008
(0.048)

−0.006
(0.089)

−0.012
(0.081)

−0.026
(0.043)

−0.010
(0.050)

0.003
(0.120)

−0.017
(0.113)

∗∗

Extraversion

0.024
(0.010)

Agreeableness

0.040
(0.016)

Neuroticism

0.050
(0.018)

∗∗

∗∗∗

∗

Marginal effects from a generalized ordered logit model, evaluated at means of all covariates (standard errors in

parentheses). P-values based on a two-sided asymptotic test, with ∗ (p < .10),∗∗ (p < .05),∗∗∗ (p < .01). See notes to Table 4.

statistically insignificant effects of extraversion. IQ had a strong negative impact for women with
a master’s or doctorate degree (-$477,300), because their probability of being married was lower.
In contrast to Conscientiousness, however, IQ was unrelated to labor supply in this range—thus
husband’s earnings were reduced without an increased probability of work.
4.2. Indirect Effects of Traits through Education, Women
For women of the Terman study, the influence of personality traits on educational attainment
was weaker than for men. Nevertheless, the associations between education and Extraversion
and Neuroticism are similar to findings from representative samples. These traits increased the
probability of women to remain in the lowest schooling category (although they are not significantly
affecting higher schooling levels).
In terms of returns to education, I focus on family earnings.
For women with a bachelor’s degree, the returns to education were positive. They did not have
any payoff from their studies in terms of own earnings, but they benefited from the marriage
market: they were just as likely to marry as women without a college education, but they married
more educated and higher-earning husbands.17 This led to a net value of $152,000. For women
with graduate education, the odds of being married declined strongly. This translated to negative
returns to education on the marriage market for women with a master’s degree, as they did not,
on average, compensate their lower propensity to marry with higher husband’s earnings. The few
women who obtained a doctorate degree saw large returns to education in terms of own earnings,
but they had to accept penalties in the marriage market, as they were less likely to be married.
Conditional on being married, their husbands had above-average earnings. Overall, there was
17

Again, these supplemental analyses are presented in Section C.6 of the Appendix.
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Table 8: Female Internal Rates of Return and Net Present Values, Family Earnings

Internal Rate of Return

Bachelor
High School

Master

Net Present Value, undiscounted

Doctorate

Bachelor

Master

Doctorate

18.7

.

13.3

152

-21

573

[6.6, 37.0]

[. - .]

[0.9, 43.3]

[-418, 719]

[-595, 600]

[-510, 2151]

Bachelor
Master

.

10.3

-172

422

[. - .]

[-37.8, 49.6]

[-746, 470]

[-630, 2097]

21.0

595

[-18.6, 71.9]

[-421, 2197]

Note: Internal rates of return and net present values are based on the age-by-age treatment effects of education from Eq. (4).
The results on own and husband’s earnings separately are in Section C.1 of the Web Appendix. See Table 5 for more notes.

a positive return to family earnings as the return to own work outweighed the lower husband’s
earnings (net values of $422,000-$595,000, noisily estimated).
The decomposition of the direct and indirect effects on family earnings in Fig. 3 demonstrates
that indirect effects through education did not matter much for women of the Terman sample—
because education only changed earnings for the very highly educated, and traits did not influence
the decision to obtain a doctorate degree sufficiently to generate strong indirect effects.
5. Summary and Conclusion
This paper estimates the effects of personality traits and IQ on lifetime earnings of the men
and women of the Terman study. The traits of Conscientiousness and Extraversion have strong,
positive associations with men’s lifetime earnings, and Agreeableness a negative association. While
the Terman sample is selective in terms of IQ, these results mirror prior findings that are based
on representative samples. They show that even men with exceptional cognitive skills benefit from
socio-emotional skills.
Personality traits and IQ do not affect the levels of earnings equally at all ages: the question
of when they matter can be answered with “especially in the prime working years.” A humpshape life-cycle pattern is distinctly present in several traits, where the earnings effect of traits
is initially insignificant, rises to be the largest around ages 40-60, and drops off afterwards. If
the life-cycle pattern that is observed for this high-IQ group is driven by mechanisms that are
also at work in the general population, one could expect the same hump-shape to be present
generally. Some of the potential mechanisms that are discussed—health and behaviors, employer
learning or work hierarchies—are not unique to high-IQ individuals, as empirical evidence suggests.
Naturally, there could still be a difference in magnitudes because the Terman participants combine
their socio-emotional skills with high cognitive ability. Nevertheless, a concave life-cycle pattern
would suggest implications for research that relies on cross-sectional data with young workers—
for these, the current association of traits with earnings could underestimate the association with
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Effects in 1000 USD (2010)

Figure 3: Total Marginal Effects of Traits, Women’s Family Earnings
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Note: See notes to Fig. 2.

lifetime earnings. The concave pattern would also have implications for evaluations of early-life
interventions that only have a short follow-up. Again, if the conversion of socio-emotional skills into
earnings works similarly for those participating in skill-building interventions as for the Terman
sample, one could expect that initially low associations of changed traits with earnings would
eventually turn into greater associations later in life. Since in the Terman study, the largest
earnings effects of personality traits occur later in life, cost-benefit analyses of interventions should
account appropriately for expected future gains.
In an exploratory analysis, I condition on traits and education simultaneously in the earnings
regression. Significant interaction terms demonstrate that men with graduate degrees experience
greater effects of their traits than their less educated counterparts. The educational heterogeneity
answers the question of who benefits most from socio-emotional skills.
Some personality traits, especially Conscientiousness, also affect educational sorting. Combined
with a positive return to education, they produce an indirect effect on earnings. The estimates of
the returns to education rely on matching on an unusually extensive list of covariates, including
IQ and personality. The fully observed lifetime earnings show that the returns to education for
the Terman men are sizeable. The indirect effect through education and the remaining “direct”
earnings effect can be contrasted. This decomposition illustrates the relative importance of the
indirect effect for Conscientiousness only. For the other traits, the remaining mechanisms dominate.
For women of this cohort, the effects of personality on own earnings were weaker than for men,
reflecting the historical nature of this sample. Their traits nevertheless influenced their family
earnings, through the probability of being married and husbands’ earnings. Higher education
generally reduced income through the husband, but women with a doctorate degree had very high
earnings on their own.
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